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One Humanity, One Planet, One World: Global Politics is Dehumanizing Mankind

By Mahboob A. Khawaja, May 23 2016

The Earth  and Space  are  wired  with  secrecy,  new and unthinkable  weapons  of  mass
destruction and global warming is a clicking time bomb for the future. The most hated and
feared leaders do not have the intellectual and political capacity…

Americans:  A  Conquered  People:  The  New  Serfs.  “Russia  and  China  stand  between
Washington and Washington’s Goal of Hegemony over the Entire World”

By Dr. Paul Craig Roberts, May 23 2016

As readers know, I have seen some optimism in voters support for Trump and Sanders as
neither are members of the corrupt Republican and Democratic political establishments.
Members of both political  establishments enrich themselves by betraying the American
people and…

U.S., UK, and EU, Are Now Dictatorships

By Eric Zuesse, May 23 2016

How can it be that in virtually all of the Presidential-candidate head-to-head Democratic
versus Republican polling that was done of both Democratic and Republican candidates
during the primaries, the preferred Democratic candidate against any one of the Republican
candidates was…
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Parallels Between Israel and 1930s Germany

By Uri Avnery, May 23 2016

(image) Uri Avnery “Please don’t write about Ya’ir Golan!” a friend begged me, “Anything a
leftist like you writes will only harm him!” So I abstained for some weeks. But I can’t keep
quiet any longer. General Ya’ir Golan, the…

Religious Extremists Waging a Quiet Revolution in Israel

By Jonathan Cook, May 23 2016

In a surprise move, Israeli prime minister Benjamin Netanyahu last week forced out his long-
serving defence minister, Moshe Yaalon. As he stepped down, Mr Yaalon warned: “Extremist
and dangerous elements have taken over Israel.”He was referring partly to his…

More Game-Playing on MH-17?

By Robert Parry, May 24 2016

A newly posted video showing a glimpse of a Buk missile battery rolling down a highway in
eastern Ukraine has sparked a flurry of renewed accusations blaming Russia for the July 17,
2014 shoot-down of Malaysia Airlines Flight 17 killing…
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